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We wish you happy holidays and a wonderful new year!
Read up on all the news, videos, blogs and projects here.

MoneyLab: Coining
Alternatives
This fall marked the start MoneyLab:
Coining Alternatives; INC’s newest
project brings digital experiments with

Digital Publishing
Toolkit
Last month the Institute of Network
Cultures organized the inspiring meeting:

payment systems, revenue models and
currencies into focus, against the
backdrop of ongoing global economic

Is there still something to design? The
ABC of digital publishing. During this
meeting the MKB RAAK project 'Digital

stagnation. What’s cooking? We’re now
working around the clock organizing the

Publishing Toolkit', exploring the rise of
digital publishing, presented it's first

MoneyLab: Coining Alternatives
Conference, which will be held on March
2122 2014. Presenting researchers,

results.

artists, programmers and activists the
conference aims to critically probe the

changing field of digital publishing, and
Florian Cramer, lector Knowledge Centre
Creating 010 talked in more detail about

machinations, politics and governance of
alternative digitaleconomic forms.
Topics include: Monetization of
Everything || Dismantling Global Finance
|| Designing Alternatives || Mobile Money

Joost Kircz gave an introduction on the

the importance of sustainable files and
workflows, but also the content of the
Toolkit that will the final result of this
research project. The art and culture
publishers, BIS Publishers, nai010
publishers and Valiz, but also INC,

|| Bitcoin and Beyond || A Critique of

presented their projects and lessons

Crowdfunding || Critical Art Practices ||

learned together with the developers and
designers.

And these speakers have already
confirmed their presence: Saskia Sassen
(US), Stefan and Ralph Heidenreich (DE),
Bill Maurer (US), Franco Berardi (IT),

You can watch videos of all the talks, and
read the conference reports on our blog.

Brett Scott (UK), Tiziana Terranova (IT),
Brian Holmes (US), Stephen Musoke

Keep an eye on our blog if you want to
stay up to date on the progress of this

(UG), Erin Taylor (AU), Taylor Nelms
(US), Ron Peperkamp (NL), Aaron
Koenig (DE), Beat Weber (AT), Quinn du

research project.

Pont (CA), Inge Ejbye Sorensen (DK),
Dette Glashauwer (NL), Max Haiven
(CA), Eli Gothill (UK), Lana Swartz (US),
Matthew Slater (UK), Jamie King (UK).
What’s more? At the MoneyLab Bazaar 
an indoor 'street market' and part of the
MoneyLab Conference  visitors can
discover people and projects making use
of alternative digitaleconomic models
and experimenting with financial payment
systems.
Join discussions on the future design of
money on the blog and discussion list.

All videos and blogs
Society of the Query #2
online
Society of the Query #2 videos and blog
reports are now online! If you missed out

Video Vortex update
Video Vortex is running to its 10th edition!
There is a possibility to carry out the next

on this year’s conference or would like to
experience it again, be sure to check out
the videos below, where each
presentation can be viewed in its entirety.

Video Vortex either on Istanbul or Milan,
depending on funding and organizations
that might cooperate. I am also

Society of the Query #2 took place in

researching possible topics: mashups,

2013. It brought together 25 speakers
divided in six sessions, including an art

videoactivism, video as software, hybrid
spaces, virtual reality, loops, noise etc.
Furthermore, we're looking for potential
speakers and opening discussions in the
community. The Video Vortex blog is
being updated with short reports of

Amsterdam, on November 7th and 8th

session. Two hundred people attended
the event at the 7th floor of the
Amsterdam Public Library, which, for two
days, was the world’s hottest search
engine hub.

current topics, later a longer article about
videomemes will be published. Finally I
will interview some artists: Jeremy Bailey,

You’ll find all the blog posts and videos on
the Report page

Erica Scourti, Albert Figurt and Ursula
Endlicher. These artists reflect on video,

Enjoy and feel free to share!

media and software and I am sure they
will bring new and creative perspectives
for future discussions.
And in case you want to know a little
about me: after finishing my Master
degree on Visual Cultures and New
Media in England I applied for an
internship at the Institute of Network
Cultures . I wanted to be involved in
Video Vortex project because of the long
trajectory it has on generating research
about online video and because it really
fits with my interests and my future aims.
Go to the Video Vortex blog

Out now: The Dark Side
of Google, by Ippolita
The Dark Side of Google by Ippolita was
published as #13 in the INC series
Theory on Demand, October 2013. Read
the book online, download the PDF, or
order your copy through printondemand
on the publications page.
In The Dark Side of Google Italian writers'
collective Ippolita provides a thorough,
fresh analysis of what is behind the
universe of Google and the metadata
industry. In recent years Google has
established itself as a major point of
Internet access. We have progressively
adapted to its sober, reassuring interface
and its advertisements (discretely off to
the side, yet always present). We have
adopted its services and the habit of
using it to the degree that 'googling' has
become a form of behavior: 'If you don't
know what it is, Google it!'

First published in Italian, 2007. English
edition revised and updated (trans.
Patrice Riemens), August 2013.
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